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Fall 2020 Newsletter

SDAEP President’s Message
Hello everyone! It’s that time of year where the leaves are falling and the kids are back in school (whether inperson or virtually). The SDAEP Board of Directors would like to update you on some of the things we are working on for 2021.
The 2021 8-hour Refresher courses are coming up fast! Here are the tentative dates and locations.
• Sioux Falls Courses—February 24, 25 & 26—Water Purification Plant
• Lead Courses—March 3 and 4—Sanford Lab
• Rapid City Course—March 5—Ellsworth AFB
• Pierre Courses—Early April—Virtually via Zoom Video Conferencing

As of right now, SDAEP plans to have the Sioux Falls, Lead, and Rapid City courses in-person. They will be
spread out over 2 or 3 days to allow for smaller class sizes and social distancing. If something were to change
where we can’t have them in person, we will notify you ASAP to get them set up virtually through Zoom Video
Conferencing. The Pierre Course will only be held virtually at the request of the DENR. It will be spread out over
2 or 3 days, depending on how many people register, and will be scheduled for early April 2021. If you prefer to
do the course in-person, you may attend one of the other classes.
Due to the continued unknowns with COVID-19, the Annual Environmental & Groundwater Conference will go
virtual in 2021. This means the SDAEP Annual Meeting will also be held virtually. More details about the conference and SDAEP annual meeting will be coming out soon so watch your email!
SDAEP is fundraising for the Scholarship Program! DONATE through the website or ADVERTISE in our EnviroNews Newsletters to help support the youth of South Dakota! ALL proceeds will go towards the scholarship
awards and you will be put in a drawing for some great prizes! A list of the prizes and a copy of the advertising
flyer can be found on Page 3 in this newsletter. We are in the process of updating the website with the scholarship
information which can be found at: www.sdaep.org/scholarship
We are also looking for volunteers to serve on our scholarship committee! The committee will review the scholarship applications and grade them based on a 100-point scoring system. SDAEP awards up to $2000 in scholarships
per year.
Also, I want to let everyone know that I have officially retired! September 25 was my last day at the Forest Service. I will continue to serve on the SDAEP Board though March 2021. It was a pleasure working with all of you
over the years! My new contact information is listed on the back page of the newsletter, so, please stay in touch!
Gary Haag, SDAEP President, 2018-2021
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SOUTH DAKOTA ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
Gov. Noem Announces nearly $23.4 Million for Statewide Environmental Projects
September 24, 2020
https://denr.sd.gov/dfta/info/pr/pr20/20-68-bwnrOverallSept.pdf
PIERRE, S.D. – Today, Gov. Kristi Noem announced the state Board of Water and Natural Resources has approved nearly $23.4 million for drinking water, wastewater, recycling, and solid waste projects. The $23,370,200
total includes $507,200 in grants and $22,863,000 in low-interest loans. The grants and loans awarded by the
board are administered through the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR).
“I am pleased to announce that this financial assistance is available,” said Gov. Noem. “These grant and loan
awards will result in upgraded wastewater and drinking water systems, increased recycling opportunities, and
enhanced protection of the environment.”
Loans were awarded to:
•Mitchell, $1,663,000 for wastewater lift station and nonpoint source improvements
•Tea, $2,700,000 for water tower construction
•Sioux Falls, $18,500,000 for wastewater treatment system improvements
Grants were awarded to:
•Gregory, $7,200 to purchase a recycling trailer
•South Eastern Council of Governments, $500,000 to recapitalize the South Eastern Development Foundation’s
Economic Development Revolving Loan Fund

DENR Announces New Harmful Algal Blooms Website and Interactive Map
August 13, 2020
https://denr.sd.gov/dfta/info/pr/pr20/20-62HABsWebsite.pdf
PIERRE – The South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) is pleased to announce a
new harmful algal blooms (HABs) webpage and interactive map providing information about HABs, their reported
locations, and DENR’s HABs monitoring efforts. The HABs website is available at
https://denr.sd.gov/dfta/wp/habs.aspx and includes a link to interactive mapping application.
HABs occur when toxin producing algae grow excessively in nutrient enriched lakes and ponds during the warm summer months and may be harmful to humans, pets, livestock, and wildlife. “The conditions are right for harmful algal
blooms, so please use caution if you suspect a bloom is occurring,” said DENR Secretary Hunter Roberts. “When in
doubt, stay out!”
The new website provides information about what causes HABs, the potential risks, photos of HABs, DENR’s HAB
monitoring efforts, and what people should do if they, their pets, or livestock encounter or are exposed to a potential
HAB. People wanting to submit algal bloom reports can learn how to do so on the DENR HABs website or can contact
Josh Strobel at josh.strobel@state.sd.us. Only verified reports will be added to the interactive map.
The HABs interactive map currently shows verified HABs reports from 2020 and toxin producing algae densities from
samples collected in 2019. Results from samples collected in 2020 for toxin producing algae and algal toxins will be
added to the map when available. To view the HABs interactive map visit:
https://sdbit.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=ec7a545532a24a3599a46cee428def48
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SCHOLARSHIP FUNDRAISER
The SDAEP Board of Directors has collected several items that will be used for prizes as a
fundraiser for the Scholarship Program! The prizes will be listed on our website soon and for
a minimum donation, you will be put into a drawing for those prizes. All money raised will
go towards scholarships! Some of the items that have been collected include: 2—$25
Scheels Gift Cards, a $25 gift card to the Great Outdoor Store, a $50 gift card to the Coop, and
gift certificates for green fees (group of 4) at ALL 3 Sioux Falls City Golf Courses!

ADVERTISE IN OUR NEWSLETTER!
Promote YOUR COMPANY with an ad in our Quarterly Enviro-News Newsletter! The Newsletter is
posted to our website for greater visibility to potential clients! ALL proceeds from advertising will go to
the SDAEP Scholarship Program! With every ad purchase, your name, company, and logo will be added
to the Scholarship Sponsorship page. What a GREAT way to show off your company and invest in the
youth of South Dakota and their goal of higher education!

Business Card Ad—$88 per year
1/2 Page Ad—$280 per year
Full Page Ad—$440 per year
There are 2 ways to submit payment. You can pay by credit card through the SDAEP website (www.sdaep.org), or
you can send a check to:
SDAEP Newsletter
PO Box 88854
Sioux Falls, SD 57109
Please email your ad or business card to Melissa at sdaep@yahoo.com. We can also work with your marketing
department to create an ad that’s perfect for YOU!
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NEWS FROM EPA and REGION 8
EPA Releases Draft National Recycling Strategy
October 5, 2020
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-releases-draft-national-recycling-strategy
WASHINGTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released a draft National Recycling Strategy for public input in preparation for America Recycles Week and ahead of the third annual Recycling Summit. The draft National Recycling Strategy identifies strategic objectives and actions needed to create a stronger, more resilient U.S. municipal solid waste recycling system.
“Over the last two years, we’ve heard from our partners about the challenges facing our nation’s recycling system, and in particular for municipal solid waste recycling” said EPA Administrator Wheeler. “Our strategy
aims to move recycling in America forward by identifying actions that all of us – governments, non-profits, private industry, and the public – can take together.”
The draft National Recycling Strategy was developed as part of EPA’s continued leadership in addressing the
challenges facing the U.S. recycling system and builds on EPA’s 2019 National Framework for Advancing the
U.S. Recycling System. The strategy organizes high-level actions around three strategic objectives to improve
the U.S. recycling system: 1) reduce contamination, 2) increase processing efficiency, and 3) improve markets.
EPA has shared the draft National Recycling Strategy for public comment through December 4, 2020, with the
goal of finalizing it in early 2021.

To read the National Recycling Strategy and provide comments visit:
https://www.epa.gov/americarecycles/national-recycling-strategy-and-framework-advancing-us-recycling-system
Recycling is a critical component of the U.S. economy, providing approximately 700,000 jobs and $37 billion in
wages; however, stressing the system are factors such as:
•

confusion about what materials can be recycled;

•

recycling infrastructure that has not kept pace with today’s diverse and changing waste stream;

•

reduced markets for recycled materials; and

•

varying methodologies to measure recycling system performance.

Recognizing this opportunity for progress, Administrator Wheeler hosted the first America Recycles Day Summit on November 15, 2018. Since then, more than 250 organizations have signed the America Recycles Pledge,
promising to work collaboratively to improve the American recycling system. Administrator Wheeler will host
the third annual America Recycles Day Summit on November 17, 2020, where he will announce the National
Recycling Goals.
To learn more about the America Recycles efforts visit: https://www.epa.gov/americarecycles
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EPA at 50: EPA Kicks Off Children’s Health Month 2020 by Celebrating Child Health Day
October 5, 2020
https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-50-epa-kicks-childrens-health-month-2020-celebrating-child-health-day

WASHINGTON D.C. — As part of its 50th anniversary celebration, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is celebrating Child Health Day with the
kick-off of their month-long observance of 50 years of progress in protecting children’s health. As President Trump stated in his Child Health Day 2020 proclamation, “we are reminded of our solemn obligation to love and protect these precious
lives, and we recommit to helping America’s youth reach their full potential.” EPA
plays a significant role in protecting children’s health through numerous programs that help keep children safe in the places where they live, learn, and play.
“Protecting children’s health is one of the most important responsibilities of the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,” said EPA Administrator Andrew
Wheeler. “Throughout October, in recognition of Children’s Health Month, EPA will highlight our many programs and resources dedicated to improving air quality, reducing lead exposure, and protecting the health and
wellbeing of children.”
As part of its month-long celebration of environmental achievements that have improved children’s health in the
United States, EPA released the Protecting Children’s Health October 2020 brochure. Celebrated each year in
October, Children’s Health Month serves as a national month of recognition of the accomplishments and challenges our nation faces to improve the health of all children.
Our environment is cleaner today than any point in our nation’s recorded history, leading to positive environmental health outcomes in communities across the nation. Over the past four years, EPA has made significant
strides in protecting children’s health, including:
•

Providing funding to support testing for lead in drinking water in schools.

•

Declining emissions of criteria and precursor air pollutants, dropping 7 percent from 2017 to 2019, for a total
of 77 percent since the inception of the EPA in 1970.

•

Remediating and revitalizing community spaces through EPA’s Brownfields program, including the Children’s Museum of Maine, neighborhoods and playgrounds in Colorado, and more.

Throughout October, EPA will celebrate children’s health by highlighting a new theme each week: Children’s
Environmental Health in Schools, Childcare Settings, and Houses of Worship; Children’s Health Research; Improving Safety of School and Childcare Facilities During the COVID-19 Pandemic; and National Lead Poisoning
Prevention Week.

For a copy of the Protecting Children’s Health brochure, click on the link below:
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2020-10/documents/ch_pamphlet_oct2020-v4.pdf
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WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
Soil scientists report on conditions in five climatic zones
October 5, 2020
https://phys.org/news/2020-10-soil-scientists-conditions-climatic-zones.html
Moscow—A team of soil scientists from RUDN University organized a summer
school to study urban soils in 5 climatic zones. Students from Germany, Russia,
China, and the U.S. spent two weeks analyzing the state of soils and vegetation
in cities and towns all the way from the Barents to the Azov Sea. The results of
their study confirmed the effect of urbanization on the soil such as decrease of
soil acidity, increase of carbon concentrations, and shrinkage of tree trunks by
40% - 60%. The results of the study were published in the Journal of Environmental Quality.
Soil scientists from three countries organized the first international summer school of urban soil studies in the
world. Its participants had a chance to work in five different climatic zones in the European part of Russia, from
tundra to dry steppes. The organizing team included the RUDN Department of Landscape Planning and Sustainable Ecosystems, International Union of Soil Sciences, and Urban Soils Institute (U.S.). During the twoweek-long school students and postgraduates from Germany, Russia, China, and the U.S. traveled 3,000 km
and studied the effect of urbanization on soils and vegetation. A methodical learning framework developed by
the team of the school will be used for future practical courses.

"The idea of our summer school is to teach through practice. The learning framework provides active communication between students and professors and joint projects give the participants many valuable skills, such as
data processing, team collaboration, analytical competencies, and the ability to effectively articulate their results. This comprehensive approach is based on the interchange of not only professional but also social and cultural practices, and it is extremely useful for young scientists. The feedback that we received from the participants proves it," says Anastasia Konstantinova, Ph.D. in Social Sciences, and an employee of the Research Laboratory Smart Technologies for Sustainable Urban Development under Global Change at RUDN University.
The summer school was the first ever to cover such a vast territory; fieldwork was carried out in 12 cities and
towns from the Barents to the Azov Sea. The lecturers included experts in plant science, geochemistry, soil science, ecology, climate studies, and geology. At every stop along the route, the students had a chance to talk to
local specialists. The participants learned about different types of soils, from tundra ashen gray to steppe black.
In each region, the students evaluated soil composition, the level of CO2 emissions, heavy metal concentrations,
soil temperature, and moisture, as well as analyzed the characteristics of trees in urban parks and public gardens.
The data collected during the school confirmed many existing concepts regarding urban soils. In all climatic
zones, the so-called heat island effect was observed in the cities (i.e. urban soil temperatures were higher compared to those of virgin land soils). Regardless of the region, urban soils contained pieces of brick, plastic, and
other waste, had higher levels of organic carbon because of accumulated waste and contaminated waters, and
showed reduced acidity levels due to the constant deposition of construction and industrial dust. The students
also collected verifiable data confirming the negative impact of roads and other anthropogenic activities on tree
trunk diameters: the trees turned out to be 40% to 60% thinner in crowded parks and on contaminated soils.
"One of the main goals of 3MUGIS was to show our students the diversity and complexity of natural and anthropogenic factors that affect the formation of urban soils in different environments. The school managed to
combine teaching and research, fieldwork and expert consultations, guided projects and self-managed teamwork, thus allowing the students to learn many methods and techniques on a profound level," added Viacheslav
Vasenev, Ph.D. in Biological Sciences, a coordinator of the project, and a researcher at the Research Laboratory
Smart Technologies for Sustainable Urban Development under Global Change at RUDN University.
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Beirut blast was 'historically' powerful
October 5, 2020
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-54420033
The blast that devastated large parts of Beirut in August
was one of the biggest non-nuclear explosions in history,
experts say. The Sheffield University, UK, team says a best
estimate for the yield is 500 tons of TNT equivalent, with a
reasonable upper limit of 1.1 kilotons. This puts it at
around one-twentieth of the size of the atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945.
The team mapped how the shock wave propagated through
the city. The group hopes its work can help emergency
planners prepare for future disasters.
"When we know what the yield is from these sorts of events, we can then work out the loading that comes from
that. And that tells us how to construct buildings that are more resilient," said Dr Sam Rigby from Sheffield's
Blast and Impact Engineering Research Group.
"Even things like glazing. In Beirut, glazing damage was reported up 10km away from the center of the explosion, and we know falling glass causes a lot of injuries."
The 4 August explosion was the result of the accidental detonation of approximately 2,750 tons of improperly
stored ammonium nitrate. The blast led to some 190 deaths, as well as more than 6,000 injuries.

The Sheffield team arrived at its estimate by studying videos of the event posted on social media. When the
group did this in the immediate aftermath of the blast, it produced an initial estimate in the range of 1.0-1.5
kilotons of TNT. But this was based on only a limited set of videos, which the team discovered may have
dropped frames either when being uploaded to social media or when being pulled down.
The group has now had the chance to review many more videos from the event (16 in total) to generate a broader set of data points from which to make the calculations. This has resulted in the yield estimate being revised
downwards slightly.
"Think of it like a kid on a swing," said Dr Rigby. "If you push the child and see how far they go, you can then
work out how hard the push was. That's essentially how we work out the yield."
In a matter of milliseconds, the explosion released the equivalent of around 1GWh of energy. This is enough to
power more than 100 homes for a year, say the researchers.
The nuclear device dropped on Hiroshima was in the range of 13-15 kilotons of TNT equivalent. By way of comparison, one of the US military's biggest conventional weapons, the GBU-43/B MOAB ("Massive Ordnance Air
Blast") device, has a yield of around 11 tons.
"The Beirut explosion is interesting because it sits almost directly in a sort of no-man's land between the largest
conventional weapons and nuclear weapons," said Dr Rigby "It was about 10 times bigger than the biggest conventional weapon, and 10 to 20 times smaller than the early nuclear weapons," he told BBC News.
The largest accidental non-nuclear explosion in history occurred in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 1917, when two
ships (one carrying explosives) collided. That was nearly 3 kilotons of TNT equivalent, so again Beirut was
around a third this size, give or take. More recently, the 2015 explosion in Tianjin (China) was only around half
the yield of Beirut. This again involved ammonium nitrate.

"Beirut's certainly the most powerful non-nuclear explosion of the 21st Century," said Dr Rigby.
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HEALTH & SAFETY NEWS
COVID-19 and Workplace Injuries: What’s the Connection?
October 6, 2020
https://www.ehstoday.com/health/article/21143915/
Workplace injuries are on the rise—another dire result of COVID-19. During Velocity EHS’ virtual event, The Short
Conference, nearly 500 attendees were polled on worker stress and muscular discomfort experienced since the onset of
COVID-19. Eighty-nine percent reported that their essential workers were experiencing the same to significantly
more stress and muscular discomfort. When asked if they expected workplace musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) to
decrease or increase once all employees return to work, 95% felt they would either stay the same or increase.
Deconditioning of the Industrial Athlete
It makes sense that office workers are at a higher risk—many were immediately told to work from home when the
pandemic began and not given adequate equipment. The best way to explain the higher injury risks for the industrial
worker is to consider the career of an athlete.
When an athlete takes a hiatus, either due to an injury or after a competitive event, endurance levels and strength
capabilities begin to diminish. According to many exercise professionals and fitness app blogs, if we start to slack (or
stop training all together), deconditioning begins and is noticeable within as few as seven days, and after a prolonged
break (a month or two), we can experience a significant or almost complete loss of fitness. The actual timeframes depend on the individual’s level of fitness before the break. Bianca Sfalcin and Brandon Beltzman, both board-certified
ergonomists with Velocity EHS’ Humantech, explain how inactivity causes deconditioning:
Reduced cardiovascular fitness: Lack of physical activity can cause the heart to atrophy, making it more difficult
to pump blood to working muscles.
Reduced physical endurance: Our energy utilization shifts, which results in lactic acid buildup and whole-body
fatigue.
Reduced muscle strength: The average person can lose between 1% and 3% of muscle strength per day.
Reduced range of motion: Weeks of reduced activity may limit our ability to extend or bend body segments due to
less elasticity and increased muscle stiffness.
Weight gain: As we transition from daily physical activity to less, we burn fewer calories.
These losses contribute to performance deficits, quality errors, and an increase in MSDs in jobs where there was already a mismatch between job requirements and human performance capabilities. Without engineering controls or
processes in place to recondition the worker, productivity issues, quality concerns, and possibly more recordable injuries could land in the organization’s lap.
Lower Back Disorders
Here’s a fact: Whether a worker is fit or not, lifting any heavy object from the ground is considered high risk. Just recently, German researchers conducted a study to examine a new in vivo technique by surgically implanting strain
gauges to measure actual spinal loads during a manual lifting task; postural techniques of both squat and stoop lifting
were examined.
There are two important findings:
•

There is significant spinal load when lifting any object off the ground. This confirms that the magnitude of spinal
loading during manual lifting is a primary biomechanical risk factor for low back disorders.

•

The maximum spinal forces were basically identical for both techniques, which proves it doesn’t matter how you
lift; they’re both bad.
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COVID-19 and Workplace Injuries: What’s the Connection? (cont.)
Because the lower back is the most problematic area in the musculoskeletal system and the most easily injured part
of the body, he and his team have been hard at work researching ways to remove the risk factors that we are exposed
to. We need to be aware of the prevalence, as well as the loads and unintentional forces we put on ourselves, especially since diagnosing and treating back pain is often very difficult.
Making the Workplace Work Better
Sfalcin provides guidance to workers and leadership on how to reintegrate into standard work without impacting
manufacturing production and product quality. Workers should:
•

Review workstation inventory. Ensure all tools, equipment and supplies are in the correct location and that all
equipment is in proper working condition.

•

Reduce non-value-added activity. Review the on-floor operations and identify ways to eliminate movement waste.
Especially as everyone practices physical distancing—6 feet apart—consider ways to mechanically transport products between workstations.

•

Identify the tasks that require the highest forceful exertion and the most awkward postures. Analyze the jobs to
pinpoint where the highest forces and awkward postures are, determine their true root cause(s), and then brainstorm engineering solutions to eliminate or reduce exposure to them.

•

Implement engineering controls to reduce employee exposure to MSD risk factors. If production is slow, it may be
the perfect time to make physical changes to the workstation layout, equipment, or process. Focus on high-impact,
low-cost engineering solutions that are quick to implement.

•

Add additional error-proofing stations. Consider adding temporary checkpoint stations to ensure that all work is
getting done correctly.

•

Limit job rotation. If job rotation is not done correctly, it has the potential to increase the workplace injury rate by
increasing the number of employees exposed to high-risk jobs. In addition, less job rotation will reduce common
touchpoints among workers, which may help reduce the spread of germs and help employees feel safer.

•

Bring in healthcare professionals. A physiotherapist or a message therapist can address employee discomfort as
soon as it starts.

Managers should:
•

Ensure all employees complete general ergonomics awareness training to gain a full understanding of what ergonomics is, why it is important, and what is expected of them. Everyone should know the primary MSD hazards so
they can identify and report ergonomics issues at their own workstations.

•

Train each employee to complete an ergonomics self-assessment. Use a qualitative assessment tool to enable employees to assess each task within their day-to-day jobs.

•

Instruct each employee to review standard operating procedures (SOP). Each SOP should be up to date and available to review prior to restarting work. This can help workers recall all steps in the process or prepare for the
next model production. Ultimately, it can help reduce errors and improve product quality.

•

Limit overtime hours. Employers should consider having more employees work fewer hours, as opposed to having
fewer employees work more hours. This will prevent additional physical stress.

•

Encourage proactive communication. Ensure employees know that they can (and should) report physical discomfort. Whether it is through weekly surveys or ergonomics self-assessments, early reporting will help prevent issues that would otherwise turn into an MSD.

•

Encourage employees to take all available breaks throughout the day. Breaks from physical activity allow time for
muscle recovery.

•

Encourage employees to focus on personal fitness and overall well-being during their personal time. Advise them
to take daily walks to maintain cardiovascular fitness and try at-home workouts to maintain muscle strength and
overall fitness.
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INTERESTING NOTES
In honor of National Coffee Day, which is on September 29, here are some fun
coffee statistics that will be sure to Wake You Up!
1. Every year, US adults spend an average of $1,100 on coffee. According to some coffee sales statistics,
the average American worker spends about $14.40 on coffee on a weekly basis. What’s more, this data
doesn’t even include the expenses of making coffee at home.
2. Approximately 64% of Americans drink at least one cup of coffee every single day. The National
Coffee Association surveyed more than 3,000 American adults about their coffee drinking. According to the
NCA’s coffee consumption data, the number of daily coffee drinkers is on a slow but steady rise.
3. The average American drinks 3.2 cups of coffee every day. Some coffee sales stats show that both
men and women drink coffee almost in equal amounts. However, the same study shows that when it comes
to the price of coffee, women are more concerned about it than men.
4. The average tip left when ordering coffee is 11.4%. Alaska’s coffee drinkers give the biggest tips,
leaving 17.5% on average. On the other hand, baristas in New Jersey are tipped the least in the United
States. They only get 7.5% on average. Maybe the coffee statistics from 2020 will show some more positive
changes.
5. Brazil produces one-third of the world’s coffee supply. Brazil leads the world in coffee production,
with more than 60 million 60-kilogram bags produced in 2018. As the International Coffee Organization’s
data shows, right behind Brazil is Vietnam as the world’s second-largest coffee producer, producing over 30
million 60-kilogram bags of coffee in the same year.
6. Throughout the world, coffee drinkers consume more than 151 million bags of coffee every year.
That is, more precisely, 151.3 million 60 kilogram bags of coffee, according to the coffee consumption statistics worldwide from 2017. From 2012 to 2016, consumption grew by 1.3% yearly.
7. Coffee consumption statistics worldwide show that more than 70% of the coffee consumed is
Arabica. Arabica accounts for nearly three-quarters of all the coffee consumed around the world. It’s considered the highest-quality coffee variety. It has gained much popularity due to its milder taste and sweet
flavor.
8. Drinking 70–100 cups of coffee in one sitting can kill you. The actual amount depends on the individual’s weight—and cases of dying from a caffeine overdose are rare. Coffee consumption statistics from
2017 reveal that one teenager from South Carolina died after consuming a latte, Mountain Dew, and an
energy drink. Unfortunately, this combination caused an arrhythmia.
9. Approximately 55% of coffee drinkers would rather gain weight than give up drinking coffee.
As the coffee consumption statistics from 2018 show, US coffee drinkers have more than 400 million cups of
coffee every day. This love for coffee explains why more than 52% of Americans would rather skip their
morning shower to get coffee, and 49% of them would even go a month without their phone than give up their favorite beverage.
10. Coffee contains more than 1,200 chemical compounds. One of the key
chemical compounds in coffee is chlorogenic acid, which affects the flavor
and also helps people’s digestion. However, there are more than 1,000 other
compounds that influence coffee’s complex flavor.
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2020-2021 SDAEP OFFICERS
President

Gary Haag, Retired Geologist
Telephone: (605) 280-5073 Email: wehaags@yahoo.com

Vice President

Colin Chatterton, City of Sioux Falls Environmental Division
Telephone: (605) 367-8282 Email: CChatterton@siouxfalls.org

Secretary

Nick Lamkey, SD Geological Survey
Telephone: (605) 677-9323 Email: nick.lamkey@usd.edu

Treasurer

Linda Watts, GeoTek Engineering & Testing Services, Inc.
Telephone: (605) 335-5512 Email: lwatts@geotekeng.com

Director

Bob Miller, Midcontinent Testing Laboratories
Telephone: (605) 348-0111 Email: bob@thechemistrylab.com

Director

Brett Schutte, SD DENR Petroleum Release Compensation Fund
Telephone: (605) 995-8162 Email: brett.schutte@state.sd.us

Director

Robert Prann, American Engineering & Testing, Inc.
Telephone: (605) 388-0029 Email: rprann@amengtest.com

SDAEP will consider all submittals for publishing in Enviro-News a vehicle to expand the collective knowledge of South Dakota’s environmental professionals.
Submittal deadlines are:
January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1
Please email your newsletter contributions to:
sdaep@yahoo.com

